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Sima Qian’s Bipolar World (c.145-80 BCE) 

Proto-Conquest Dynasty: the Murong-Xianbei Yan 

Tuoba-Xianbei Northern Wei (386-439-534) 

Beginning of the Era of Five 
Barbarians and Sixteen States 

(304-439) 
 with the Xiong-nu Zhao States

The Tuoba-Xianbei Northern 
Wei (386-534) succeeded by 

the Western Wei (535-56) and 
Eastern Wei (534-50), and then 
by the Northern Zhou (556-81) 

and Northern Qi (550-77) 
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1Mao-dun assumed the title of Shan-yu 

(Ch’eng-li Ku-t’u Shan-yu, implying 

Majesty Son of Heaven), served by the 

wise kings of both the right and the left. 

Ch’eng-li is the transcription of the 

Turkic and Mongol word Tängri 

(Heaven). 

According to Barfield (1989: 36, 41-2), 

the nomadic empire was autocratic and 

state-like in foreign and military affairs 

but consultative and federally structured 

for dealing with internal problems. Tribal 

leaders had autonomy to run their own 

local affairs. The pattern of Xiong-nu 

succession was very much lateral: from 

elder brother to younger brother until a 

generation was exhausted. The 

nomads preferred a proven warrior to 

an untried youth. By seniority, the 

eldest son of the eldest brother was 

entitled to the throne after all the 

younger brothers had died. However, 

the sons of the more recent Shan-yu, 

could employ their fathers’ political 

allies in their own struggles among 

cousins for the throne. The system 

caused a cyclical instability for the 

nomadic empire, breaking out in civil 

war.  

 
2 晉書 卷一百八 載記 第八 慕容
廆…鮮卑人也…其先…世居北夷…號
曰東胡…與匈奴並盛 控弦之士二十
餘萬 風俗官號與匈奴略同 秦漢之
際爲匈奴所敗 
  

3 See “Han Foreign Relations” by Yu 

Ying-shih in Twitchett and Loewe (1986: 

377-460), Lattimore (1961: 334), and 

also Schreiber (1949-55: 377).  

CHAPTER THREE

RISE OF THE XIANBEI OF 
WESTERN MANCHURIAN STEPPE

OCCUPYING NORTH CHINA WITH THE UNSUBJUGATED TUNGUS BEHIND

 
 
 
 
 
1. Sima Qian’s Bipolar World of the Xiong-nu vs. the Han 
Chinese: Coexistence with Extortions  

 
In 209 BCE, three years before Liu Bang established 

the Han dynasty, there emerged an extremely capable Xiong-nu 
leader called Mao-dun (r. 209-174 BCE). Under his leadership, 
the Xiong-nu could organize their nomadic tribes into a unified 
force, converting the tribal confederation into a centralized 
empire.1 Just prior to the time Mao-dun became Shan-yu, the 
power of  Dong-hu had reached its zenith, frequently invading 
the lands of  the Xiong-nu. According to the Jin-shu, Dong-hu 
had more than two hundred thousand archers.2 The situation 
was, however, soon reversed. In a surprise attack, Mao-dun 
defeated the Dong-hu in 210 BCE. The better organization and 
the able leadership of  Mao-dun may account for the 
subjugation of  the Dong-hu who were thereafter obliged to 
pay annual tribute of  cattle, horses, and sheep to the Xiong-
nu.3 

For the hunter-cavalry nomads, there was little 
distinction between civilian and military life. Riding and archery 
were daily life, and they learned discipline and coordination in 
the seasonal movement of  camps and tribal hunting. In war, 
each clan was grouped as a separate detachment under the 
command of  its own clan chieftain. In the aristocratically 
organized nomad army, a hereditary bond of  tribal loyalty 

Sima Qian’s World of Xiong-nu vs. Han Chinese 
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united the captains of  tens, of  hundreds, of  thousands, and of  
ten thousands. A nomadic state had effectively maintained a 
universal obligatory system of  military service for their entire 
tribes. 4  

The Xiong-nu religion was shamanism based on the 
cult of  Heaven (Tängri) and on the worship of  certain sacred 
mountains. They believed that a shaman could communicate 
with the spirits of  heaven to cure illness, curse an enemy, and 
predict the future. The spiritual culture of  shamanism was 
common to all the ancient northern Mongoloid people. The 
cultural parallels between the Korean peninsula and Manchuria 
include a regional variety of  shamanism with a preponderance 
of  female shamans. Even the Ainu cultural heritage includes 
the Siberian shamanism as well as the bear cult of  Northern 
Eurasia (see Janhunen, 1996, p. 175).  

In 200 BCE, Han Gao-zu (r. 206-195 BCE) made the 
same mistake as Shi-huang-di and attacked the Xiong-nu. Mao-
dun’s forces could encircle Gao-zu at Ping-cheng (the present-
day Da-tong district, west of  Beijing) but Mao-dun let Gao-zu 
escape from the trap with a quid pro quo in mind. The Han 
court soon established heqin (peace and kinship) relations with 
the Xiong-nu by proclaiming the brotherhood, and offering 
imperial princesses in marriage to the Shan-yu, lavish gifts of  
luxury items, huge subsidies (in cash, floss, silk, wine, rice and 
other foodstuffs) and subsidized trade at frontier markets.5 The 
Great Wall was accepted as the boundary between the empires. 

The Xiong-nu ruler could secure a regular source of  
revenue and luxury goods to reward the tribal elite, as well as 
border markets to provide profitable trade for the ordinary 
nomads. Much of  the silk acquired by the Xiong-nu passed 
through the middlemen, including Sogdian, Parthian, and 
Indian merchants, and ended up in Rome. The Qin and Han 
empires with about 50 million people confronted the steppe 
empire of  Xiong-nu of  about one million people, maintaining 
a kind of  balanced partnership.6  

The Yue-zhi people, likely of  nomadic Aryan stock, 
were driven out of  Gan-su by Mao-dun. They fled all the way 
to Fergana on the borders of  the Greek kingdom of  Bactria in 
about 160 BCE, and eventually established the Kushan dynasty 
in the first century CE, extending its territory to Kabul and 

史記 卷第一百十 匈奴列傳 第五十 
…當是之時 東胡疆而月氏盛 匈奴
單于曰頭曼  頭曼不勝秦 北徙…單
于有太子冒頓…冒頓旣立 是時東胡
疆盛 聞冒頓殺父自立…東胡…使爲
冒頓 欲得…冒頓…遂取所愛閼氏予
東胡…遂東襲擊東胡…大破滅東胡王 
而虜其民人及畜産…遂侵燕,代       
 
4 The Qin and Han dynasties 

conscripted all able-bodied males to 

serve the army for two years. Under the 

Sui (581-618) and early Tang dynasties, 

soldiers were conscripted from selected 

families in return for tax exemptions, 

and served for a limited amount of time 

each year until their age of retirement, 

providing their own equipment and 

rations. Because the training period for 

conscript peasants was too limited to 

achieve a professional standard, the 

long campaigns had to be 

supplemented by mercenaries. 

 
5 史記 卷第一百十 匈奴列傳 第五
十…高帝乃使…奉宗室女公主爲單
于閼氏 歲奉匈奴 絮繒酒米食物各
有數 約爲昆弟以和親  
 

The Shi-ji (in the Lie-zhuan on Liu Jing) 

records that, when Gao-zu determined 

to send his only daughter to marry Mao-

dun, “Empress Lü wept day and night 

and said, ‘I only [gave birth to] the 

crown prince and one daughter. How 

can [we] throw her away to the Xiong-

nu?’ The emperor relented, selected 

another girl from a member of the 

imperial family, entitled her the eldest 

princess, and sent her to marry Mao-
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dun (see Jagchid and Symons, 1989, p. 

142).” 

 
6 See Barfield (1989: 49) and Janhunen 

(1996: 180).  

According to Barfield (1989: 28), “the 

direct descendants of the Xiong-nu 

founder Mao-dun ruled over the steppe 

for 600 years in greater and lesser 

capacities, as did the direct 

descendants of Ching-gis Khan for 700 

years, and a single unbroken Turkish 

dynasty (of Inner Asian heritage) ruled 

over the Ottoman Empire for more than 

600 years.” With revolutions in military 

technology in the eighteenth century, 

however, nomads were subjugated by 

and incorporated into the expanding 

sedentary empires, much like the fate 

of the Kazakhs under czarist Russia. 

 
7 See Barfield (1989: 54).  

From the glaciers and high snows of 

ranges that rise in peaks to over 20,000 

feet, river flows down into the 

Taklamakan basin, where waters can 

be spread out through irrigation canals 

to form an oasis. In summer, more 

water is provided by the melting of the 

snows. Each oasis has also its own 

mountain hinterland, from which it gets 

minerals and a certain amount of 

livestock from herdsmen in high Alpine 

pastures (see Lattimore, 1944, pp. 47-

48).  

8 Liao-dong was a “reservoir” in which 

the fluid elements of Han Chinese and 

native cultures swirled in response to 

political and economic currents. The 

Han Chinese who had come eastward 

northwest India. A thrust at one end of  the steppe set in 
motion a chain of  unexpected consequences. 

Han Wu-di grew irritated with the expense and 
humiliation incurred by the heqin policy. In 133 BCE, Wu-di 
had abandoned the appeasement policy and, by 117, threw the 
Xiong-nu back into Upper Mongolia. Wu-di (141-87 BCE) 
greatly expanded the Former Han Empire (206 BCE - 8 CE), 
conquering the southern coast in Zhe-jiang and Fu-jian, and 
annexing Guang-dong, Guang-xi and northern Vietnam in 111 
BCE. The Han troops moved into the Tarim Basin and 
conquered the city states there. This move was to “cut off  the 
right arm of  the Xiong-nu” and to stop the revenue the Xiong-
nu derived from the city states of  Turkestan.7  

Wu-di also invaded Old Chosun in 108 BCE, in order 
to “sever the left arm of  the Xiong-nu,” and established the 
outposts of  commanderies in the lower basin of  the Liao River 
and the northwestern coast of  the Korean peninsula. 
According to Janhunen (1996: 194), “as colonial representatives 
of  the Chinese political state, the Han Chinese soldiers, 
administrators and merchants in Manchuria and Korea are 
likely to have been characterized by an inherent instability, 
which ultimately forced them either to return to the 
Motherland or to become assimilated by the surrounding 
Northern Barbarians.”8  

Wu-di was later criticized for bankrupting the Han 
empire in pursuit of  short-lived glory. Wu-di had to provision 
large numbers of  troops, and promote victorious generals. To 
provision Chinese forces in pursuit of  nomadic warriors into 
the vast steppe was immensely costly. Si-ma Qian attributes 
both the decline of  the Han economy and the growth of  
administrative corruption to Wu-di’s military activities (see 
Jagchid and Symons, 1989, pp. 62-3). 

In 54 BCE, long after the abandonment of  Wu-di’s 
aggressive policies, the Xiong-nu accepted Han China’s 
ceremonial “tributary relations” — mere tokens of  symbolic 
submission, being identical in essence to the heqin relations. 
This was an extortion sugarcoated with euphemisms such as 
“submission,” “homage,” and “tribute.” The Han rulers could 
at least gain the ideological satisfaction of  treating envoys as if  
they were from subject states, maintaining the fiction of  a 

Extortions in the Name of Heqin  
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sinocentric world order.9  
According to Jagchid and Symons (1998: 116), 

“although payments to the nomadic states are hidden behind 
the mask of  carefully selected terms and couched in the 
rhetoric of  tributary formulas, in reality many Chinese 
dynasties were presenting tribute to nomadic powers stronger 
than they in order to avoid conflict,” and “although extremely 
expensive to the sedentarist, trade and the presentation of  gifts 
was infinitely less costly than military alternatives.”  

The punitive expeditions into the steppe a la Wu-di 
were not only costly but perilous. A peace pact guaranteed 
secure frontiers in exchange for titles, subsidies, and border 
markets. The costs of  subsidies amounted to only a fraction of  
the costs of  maintaining troops on the frontier. The Chinese 
court, Barfield (1989: 248) notes, “could often count on 
military aid from the nomads to put down rebellions or repel 
invasions because the nomads wanted to maintain a profitable 
status quo.” 

In 33 BCE, the Xiong-nu Shan-yu was presented with 
five women selected from the Chinese court ladies-in-waiting. 
One of  these ladies, named Wang Zhao-qun, impersonating a 
princess, gave birth to two sons. When the Shan-yu died in 31 
BCE, following the custom of  the Xiong-nu, she became a 
wife of  the new ruler, giving birth to two daughters. She 
became the most famous beauty in Chinese folklore and an 
enduring source of  inspiration in its literature.  

The Xiong-nu never tried to conquer China because 
their number of  troops was sufficient to conduct savage raids 
to terrify the Han court but was too few to occupy the Chinese 
territory. Nor did they have the sedentary administrative 
structure necessary to govern the agricultural land. They 
employed terror as a tool to extract subsidies and discourage 
resistance against them. The frequent breaches of  peace 
treaties were aimed at increasing subsidies.10  

Petty tribal leaders in a centralized nomadic state were 
not permitted to negotiate directly with the Chinese court. The 
supra-tribal leader maintained its monopoly on the tributary 
system. The Great Shan-yu redistributed the ever-increasing 
tributes extracted from the Han Chinese among the petty tribal 
leaders, securing their continued support.  

from mainland China became cultural 

chameleons, blending alternately with 

the Ruzhens, the Xianbei, the Mongols, 

or the Koreans as advantage dictated.  

Cf. Crossley (1999: 46-49). 

 
9 See Barfield (1989: 248). 

Jagchid and Symons (1989: 55) quote 

the statement made by a counselor, 

named Zhai I, to the Han Emperor 

Wen-di (49-33 BCE): “Now the Xiong-

nu are boastfully and arrogantly 

invading and looting. They have 

reached the limit of insult … Yet the 

Han court annually presents them gold, 

silk, embroideries, and satin, which 

shows that the barbarians command 

and play the role of the lord above. The 

Son of Heaven presents tribute and 

fulfills the ritual of the vassal below.”  

 

漢書卷四十八 賈誼傳…今匈奴…侵
掠…而漢歲致金絮采繒以奉之 夷狄
徵令 是主上之操也 天子共貢 是臣
下之禮也 
According to Jagchid and Symons 

(1989: 15), “the Xiong-nu rulers 

addressed the Han court on a brother-

to-brother basis, and the northern rulers 

of the Liao and Kin dynasties 

addressed the Song court on an uncle-

to-nephew basis, whereas some 

Mongols of the Ming period accepted a 

vassal-to-lord relationship.”  

 
金史 卷六 本紀第六 世宗上 五年 
宋…以國書來… 稱姪宋皇帝  稱名 
再拜奉書于叔 大金皇帝 
 
10 See Barfield (1989: 91).  
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3.1. (1) Ca. 1st century BC Pendant, 

from Northern Afghanistan; 

 (2) 4-5th century Belt Buckle from 

Hohhot; (3) Xianbei Belt Buckle from 

Chao-yang; and (4) Belt Buckle from 

Dae-dong gun, Seok-am-ri No. 9 Tomb, 

Korean Peninsula 

 
11 See Di Cosmo (2002: 32-6). The 

Aryans moved down to the Indus Valley 

around 1500 BCE, destroying the 

Dravidian civilization of Mohenjo-Daro, 

whose cruelty is vividly recited in the 

Mahabharata. 

The Aryans that had settled in the Altai region, north 
of  India and Iran in prehistoric times dispersed west and 
south.11 The Aryans occupied the steppes of  southern Russia 
and western Siberia in the name of  Scythians from the seventh 
to the third century BCE, and in some other names thereafter. 
The Xiong-nu and, in later times, Turks and Mongols from the 
Mongolian steppes were bound to have heavy genetic mixing 
with the Aryans (farmers or nomads) on their way west. 
Historically, women have been much more genetically mobile 
than men because of  brutal practices.12 Geometrically stylized 
Scythian animal art, like the Ordos Xiong-nu art of  stylized 
animal motifs, was surely ornamental. Both the Scythians and 
the Xiong-nu were mounted archers, eating only meat, sleeping 
on furs in felt tents, and hunting enemy skulls to be used as 
drinking-cups.  

The Han Chinese dynasties (206 BCE-316 CE) facing 
the steppe nomads were contemporaneous with the Roman 
Empire (272 BCE-395 CE) facing the German barbarians.  In 
order to drive the Xiong-nu away from the Silk Road, the Later 
Han court had let generals Ban Zhao and his son Ban Yong 
conquer the entire Tarim basin between 94-127, introducing 
Buddhism and Gandharan style Greco-Hellenistic art to the 
east, and facilitating the contacts with the western end of  the 
Eurasian continent.  

 
2. Fall of the Xiong-nu and Rise of the Xianbei of Western 
Manchuria 

 
The northern boundary of  the Neolithic Hong-shan 

culture (c. 4000-3000 BCE) reaches beyond the Shara-muren 
River, the eastern boundary is close to the lower reaches of  the 
Liao River, the southern boundary extends to the Parhae 
(Bohai) Bay, and the western section goes beyond the Yan 
Mountains. There is a clear continuity from the Hong-shan 
culture to the later cultural stages of  the proto-Xianbei-Yemaek 
people in Southern Manchuria, notably the Lower Xiajia-dian 
culture (c. 2000-1500 BCE).13  

The (Northern) Yan kingdom around modern Beijing, 
allegedly enfeoffed to Shao-gong by the king Wu of  Zhou in 

Fall of the Xiong-nu and Rise of the Xianbei  
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1045 BCE (or 1027 BCE), does not come into clear view in 
Chinese dynastic history until the Warring States period (403-
221 BCE). The nomadic bronze culture of  Upper Xiajia-dian 
(1100-300 BCE), located in the same area of  former Hong-
shan culture, was contemporaneous with the Shao-gong’s Yan 
(1045-222 BCE) in Hebei. Ethnically, linguistically and 
culturally, the Liao-xi area around the Luan-Daling River 
basins, allegedly conquered by the (Northern) Yan in 311 BCE, 
would not have contained any Han Chinese element. The 
ethnic foundation of  the entire Liao-xi area must have 
incorporated proto-Xianbei-Yemaek elements in its ethnic 
composition that may well be connected with the Hong-shan 
culture.  

The Shao-gong’s Yan was conquered by Qin Shi-
huang-di in 222 BCE. According to the Shi-ji, the power of  
Xianbei in Liao-xi steppe seems to have reached its peak at the 
time Mao-dun became Shan-yu in 209 BCE.14 The Xianbei 
were, however, subjugated by the newly emerging Xiong-nu 
empire. An outbreak of  the Xiong-nu civil war after 47 CE left 
the Mongolian steppe fragmented for the first time in 250 
years, since the rise of  the nomadic empire under the 
leadership of  Mao-dun. The Dong-hu of  Liao-xi steppe in no 
time threw off  the Xiong-nu control. The demise of  Xiong-nu 
in the Mongolian steppe gave rise to Xienbei power in the 
western Manchurian steppe. 

Guang Wu-di (25-57 CE) had founded the Later Han 
dynasty (25-220 CE), and re-conquered South China and 
northern Vietnam. When the Xiong-nu split into two groups in 
48 CE, a court official named Zang Gong “advocated taking 
advantage of  Xiong-nu weakness by becoming allied with the 
Koguryeo, the Wu-huan, and the Xianbei to attack the Xinog-
nu.”15 Guang-wu-di, however, forcefully declared his position 
against war, and then simply tried to attract the Xianbei to the 
Han side in 49 CE by offering generous gifts and trade. After 
58 CE, the Han court made regular annual payments (to the 
sum of  two hundred and seventy million coins) to Xianbei 
chieftains that amounted to almost three times the cash value 
made over to the southern Xiong-nu during the same period.16 

During 89-93, a combined force of  Xianbei, southern 
Xiong-nu, and Later Han troops routed the northern Xiong-nu 

12 Cavalli-Sforza (2000: 82) 

 
13 See Guo (1995b: 148-9, 179). 
 

14 According to the Dong-yi zhuan, a 

Yan person named Wei Man came (c. 

206-195 BCE) to Chosun “with a 

topknot wearing barbarian clothes.” Wei 

Man was entrusted with the custody of 

refugees in the western frontier district, 

but he eventually usurped the throne of 

Chosun. 

 
三國志 魏書 烏丸鮮卑東夷傳 濊傳 
…陳勝等起 天下叛秦 燕齊趙民避
地朝鮮數萬口 燕人衛滿 魋結夷服 
復來王之 韓傳…及綰反入匈奴 燕
人衛滿亡命 爲胡服…詣準降說準求
居西界 收中國亡命…令守西邊…遂
還攻準 準…走… 
 
The Jin-shu says that (Donghu-Xianbei) 

Murong Hui’s great-grandfather Mo-hu-

ba bound his hair together. 

 
晉書 卷一百八 載記 第八 慕容廆.. 

鮮卑人也…號曰東胡…曾祖莫護跋... 
乃斂髮襲冠 
 

15Jagchid and Symons. (1989: 63)  

 
後漢書 卷十八 列傳第八…後匈奴
飢疫 自相分爭…建武 二十七年 宮
…上書曰…諭告高句麗烏桓鮮卑攻其
左 發河西四郡 …如此 北虜之滅 
 
16 See Twitchet and Loewe, (1986: 

443). The money was paid by revenues 

collected in Shan-dong and Kiang-su 

(see Jagchid and Symons, 1989, p. 33).
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17 後漢書 卷九十 烏桓鮮卑列傳 第 
八十…鮮卑者亦東胡之支也...其言語 
習俗與烏桓同…自匈奴遁逃 鮮卑强
盛 據其故地 稱兵十萬…精金良鐵 
皆爲賊有 漢人逋逃 爲之謀主 兵利
馬疾 過於匈奴 

 
18 後漢書 卷四十八 列傳第三十八 
鮮卑隔在漠北…故數犯障塞…唯至互
市 乃來靡服 苟欲中國珍貨...計獲
事足 旋踵爲害 
 

19 Twitchett and Loewe (1986: 444-5) 

note: “Half a century later, another great 

leader named Ke Bi-neng made a 

heroic effort to reconstitute the 

confederacy, but his success was as 

limited as it was ephemeral.”  

後漢書 卷九十 烏桓鮮卑列傳 第八 
十 桓帝時 鮮卑檀石槐者...勇健有智 
略...盡據匈奴故地....從右北平而東至 
遼東 接夫餘 濊貊二十餘邑爲東部... 
從上谷以西至敦煌 烏孫二十餘邑爲 
西部 各置大人主領之  

三國志 魏書 烏丸鮮卑東夷傳 魏書 
曰..匈奴損耗 而鮮卑遂盛...檀石槐旣 
立…乃分其地..爲中部...其大人曰..慕 
容等  

 

20 See Barfield (1989: 85-87). 

 
21 See Barfield (1989: 246-249). 

According to Jagchid and Symons 

(1989: 24-51), the Han Chinese court 

was, at times, able to pit one nomadic 

leader against another, but most often 

the court simply purchased peace along 

the frontier by establishing markets and 

offering profuse gifts to nomadic 

leaders.  

in the Orkhon region, which likely had caused their western 
migration from Mongolia all the way to the southern Russian 
steppes. The Xiong-nu of  the west disappeared from history 
until their descendants crossed the Volga and the Don in about 
374 and invaded the Roman Europe under the name of  Huns. 

The Han Chinese, however, had obtained the service 
of  the Xianbei to fight the Xiong-nu at a very high cost. 
Twitchett and Loewe (1986: 445) quote a memorial submitted 
by Zai Yong in 177 CE: “Ever since the [northern] Xiong-nu 
ran away, the Xianbei have become powerful and populous, 
taking all the lands previously held by the Xiong-nu and 
claiming to have 100,000 warriors. … [R]efined metals and 
wrought iron have come into the possession of  the [Xianbei] 
rebels. Han deserters also seek refuge [in the lands of  the 
Xianbei] and serve as their advisers.”17  They (ibid: 446) further 
quote a story told by the memorialist Ying Shao in 185 CE: 
“The Xianbei people … invade our frontiers so frequently that 
hardly a year goes by in peace, and it is only when the trading 
season arrives that they come forward in submission. But in so 
doing they are only bent on gaining precious Chinese goods; it 
is not because they respect Chinese power or are grateful for 
Chinese generosity. As soon as they obtain all they possibly can 
[from trade], they turn in their tracks to start wreaking 
damage.” 18  

After the northern Xiong-nu fled west, there followed 
a sudden expansion of  the Xianbei nation. The power of  the 
Xianbei reached its peak in the middle of  the second century 
when all the Xianbei tribes were united into a federation under 
the vigorous leadership of  Tan Shi-huai (r. 156-80). In 166, Tan 
divided his Xianbei Empire into three parts. Tan’s Eastern 
Province bordered on Puyeo and reached Liao-dong, and 
included 20 Ye-maek towns. The Western Province reached as 
far as Dun-huang and included Inner Mongolia, parts of  Outer 
Mongolia, and Gan-su. One of  the Xianbei vassals in the 
Middle Province was named Murong.19 The Xianbei 
confederacy, however, disintegrated after Tan’s death in 180. 
 
HAN CHINESE STRATEGY TO ENCOURAGE THE 

FRAGMENTATION OF NOMADIC TRIBES 

Unlike the Xiong-nu, the Xianbei had a weak 

Xianbei under the Leadership of Tan Shi-huai 
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confederacy under an elected leader with limited supra-tribal 
leadership. According to Barfield, the Later Han records of  108 
CE counted 120 small Xianbei tribes as compared to one or 
two dozen tribal groups whose names appeared in the reports 
for the whole steppe under the generic name of  Xiong-nu. 
Petty Xianbei chieftains, who occasionally united under a 
charismatic leader like Tan Shi-huai, entered the tributary 
system of  Chinese dynasties as small, autonomous tribes.20 To 
prevent unity on the steppe à la Mao-dun’s empire, the Later 
Han court had tried to encourage the fragmentation of  
nomadic tribes by providing titles and subsidies directly to the 
numerous tribal leaders. The Chinese frontier officials let each 
Xianbei leader participate in the tributary system individually, 
receiving titles and gifts appropriate to their rank, as well as the 
right to trade. 21  

The fall of  the Later Han dynasty started with the 
Yellow Turban rebellion of  184. After the death of  Emperor 
Ling in 188, the Han ruler was the puppet of  regional warlords. 
Liao-dong was occupied by the Gong-sun warlords from 190 
until 238, who had established the Dai-fang commandery in the 
area south of  Le-lang during 196-220. The Gong-sun ruler, 
who proclaimed the King of  Yan, was killed by the (Cao Cao’s) 
Wei expeditionary force in 239.  

During the Three Kingdoms period (220-265), small 
Xianbei tribes struck their own bargains with Wei, and laid 
claim to various frontier districts. The Cao Cao’s Wei 
maintained a policy of  indirect rule over tribal peoples settled 
inside its borders, while providing generous subsidies and 
access to trade for those nomads living beyond its borders. The 
short-lived Western Jin dynasty (265-316) continued the Wei’s 
policies.  

The civilian officials of  the Han Chinese court, 
trained in the Confucian tradition, were opposed to offensive 
military tactics because they generated opportunities for the 
advancement of  soldiers and merchants.22 They cited the wars 
of  Qin Shih Huang-di and Han Wu-di as examples of  bad 
policy for dealing with an area that China could never 
incorporate or easily pacify. Stability could be maintained by a 
policy of  appeasement under the cloak of  the tributary 
system.23 The tactics of  the conquest dynasties of  Manchurian 

22 Jagchid and Symons (1989: 54). 

 
23 Barfield (1989: 246-249) 

漢書 卷九十四下 匈奴傳第六十四
下 莽將嚴尤諫曰…中國罷耗…而天
下 稱武 是爲下 
 

3.2. Stirrups (left) Former Yan, Bei-Piao 

(right) Koguryeo, Beop-cheon-ri No. 1 

Tomb, Won-ju. 

 

3.3. Bits (top) Xianbei, Chao-yang 

(middle) Koguryeo, Chil-sung-san No. 

96 Tomb, Jian (bottom) Silla, Hwang-

Nam-dae-chong, Kyung-ju 
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24 Lamb (1995: 160-1) notes: “By the 

fourth century CE, as we know from 

changes of level of the Caspian Sea 

and studies of the intermittent rivers 

and lakes and abandoned settlements 

in Sinkiang and central Asia, drought 

developed on such a scale as to stop 

the traffic along this route [Silk Road]. 

… The suggestion, made by Ellsworth 

Huntington in his book The Pulse of 

Asia in 1907, that it was the drying up 

of pastures used by the nomads in 

central Asia that set off a chain reaction 

of barbarian tribes and unsettled 

peoples migrating westwards into 

Europe, where they ultimately 

undermined the Roman empire, looks a 

sensible one in the light of this 

evidence.” 

 
25 With a victory over the Yu-wen in 302, 

several thousand Xianbei families living 

in Liao-dong under the protection of the 

Yu-wen went over to Murong Hui. Hui 

became the chieftain of several Xianbei 

groups, and took for himself the title 

Great shan-yu in 308. See Schreiber 

(1949-55: 401-2). 

 

3.4. Three Legged Crow 

Xianbei Former Yan Tomb, 

Chao-yang, Daling River Basin 

origin such as Tuoba Wei (386-534), however, were quite 
different from the tactics of  Han Chinese dynasties, and 
created great difficulties for the nomads of  Mongolian steppe. 

Being located at the center of  the warm 
Mediterranean region, the Roman Empire flourished 
throughout the Little Ice Age (400 BCE-300 CE), but the 
advent of  global warming coupled with droughts started to 
activate all sorts of  barbarians. The drying up of  pastures in 
central Asia had forced nomads and unsettled peoples to 
migrate westwards into Europe.24 This drought period 
coincides with the beginning of  the era of  Five Barbarians and 
Sixteen States in North China (304-439), triggering a chain 
reaction in central Asia that resulted in the invasion of  Europe 
by the Huns in 374 and the ensuing Germanic folk-
movements. At the beginning of  the fourth century, Germanic 
peoples, who had been playing the Xiong-nu to the Romans, 
were stretched along the whole length of  the frontier from the 
Rhine to the Black Sea. The whole of  Europe was ravaged by 
the wild Huns in continuous pursuit of  the runaway Germanic 
tribes. With Attila’s death in 453, the Huns withdrew back 
toward the Russian steppe. 

 
 
3. The Yan Kingdom of Mu-rong Xianbei Commencing the 
Dual System: the Trial Performance of a Proto-Conquest 
Dynasty 

 
At the time of  the Western Jin (265-316) we find quite 

a number of  Xianbei states, the most important of  which are: 
the state of  the Murong 慕容 (around Chao-yang), the Tu-fa 
秃髮, the Qi-fu 乞伏, the Tuoba 拓跋, the Yu-wen 宇文 (in 
the northwest), and the Duan 段 (in the south around Shan-
hai-guan, Liao-xi). The Murong-Xianbei created the Yan 
kingdoms (337-436) in the aftermath of  the demise of  the Han 
Chinese empires, culminating in the formation of  the Tuoba-
Xianbei Wei dynasty (386-534).  

Murong Hui (r. 285-333) invaded Puyeo in 285, the 
very year he became the chieftain of  the Murong Xianbei tribe 
and, in 286, launched an attack on the agricultural area of  the 
Liao River basin that had been occupied by the Han Chinese 

Mu-rong Xianbei Commencing Dual System 
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after the Wu-di’s conquest of  Old Chosun in 108 BCE. 25   
 
THE XIONG-NU OCCUPIES NORTH CHINA WITH WRONG 

SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT 

Full-scale civil war raged in mainland China during 
291-305. The Wei/Jin policy of  keeping the Shan-yu as a 
hostage at court had produced a new type of  sinified and 
educated Xiong-nu leader such as Liu Yuan 劉淵 (r. 304-10) 
who established a replica of  the Jin court at Ping-cheng 平陽. 
Liu Yuan’s son Cong 聰 (r. 310-18) captured the Jin emperor 
at Luo-yang in 311, and Cong’s brother Liu Yao 劉曜 (r. 319-
28) was proclaimed emperor of  Zhao in 319 with its capital at 
Xi-an. The Former Zhao 前趙 dynasty, however, was so much 
in the Chinese style that it was unpopular among the tribal 
chieftains from the Mongolian steppes, breeding the seeds for 
internal revolt. The Han Chinese bureaucrats at the court were 
deemed a threat to tribal supremacy.  

The Later Zhao 後趙 dynasty, established in 319 by 
the famous Xiong-nu bandit Shi-le 石勒 (r. 319-33), was more 
becoming to steppe tradition, and hence was popular with the 
Xiong-nu. While serving Liu Yuan as his general, Shi-le had 
indulged in terror and wanton destruction of  northern China’s 
farm lands. Shi-le annexed Liu Yao’s remaining territory in the 
west in 329, and came to rule the whole of  North China. The 
rulers of  the Later Zhao could secure tribal support but were 
ignorant of  the art of  governing farmers. The regime was too 
cruel to govern the Han Chinese subjects, and was destroyed 
by the Chinese rebellion in 349. 26  

A member of  the Jin imperial family fled south and, 
sheltered by the Yang-zi River, founded the Eastern Jin dynasty 
in 317 with its capital at Jian-kang 建康 (modern Nan-jing). 
Until 589, Nan-jing was to assume the role of  Chang’an and 
Luo-yang, as Constantinople was to replace Rome, ruined by 
the Germanic barbarians in the fifth century.  

Ledyard (1983: 331) notes: “The year 317 marks not 
only one of  the most important social and political divisions in 
Chinese history, but also one in which a major part –better, the 
major part-- of  China’s land is taken over by non-Chinese 
aliens.” 
 

3.5. Tomb Paintings of Farming 

unearthed at (top) the Chao-yang area 

袁台子 朝陽; (middle) Jiayu-guan  

酒泉嘉峪關 area, Gan-su; and 

(bottom) 高台酪駝城 area, Gan-su. 
 

26 See Barfield (1989: 99-103). 

 Schreiber (1949-55: 374-5) notes: “at 

the turn of the third century China 

witnessed a series of civil wars, hardly 

surpassed by those of any other period 

in their cruelty and disorder. What had 

escaped the destruction caused by the 

Imperial princes and their warriors 

became the prey of the Xiong-nu, who 

under their leaders Shi-le and Shi-hu 

conquered the Central Provinces of 
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China destroying the two capitals Luo-

yang and Chang’an and starting an 

empire of their own with much cruelty 

and terror.”  

 
27 See Barfield (1989: 109-111). 

According to the Bei-tang-shu-chao 北
堂書鈔, the twelfth ancestor of the 

Murong family came directly from 

heaven riding a white horse and, 

according to the Jin-shu, Hui’s 

ancestors lived around Zu-meng 紫蒙. 
See Schreiber(1949-55: 391-2). 

 

魏書 卷九十五 列傳 慕容廆 祖 木
延 從毌丘儉征高麗有功…父涉歸…  
遷邑遼東...死 廆代領部落  
 
晉書 卷一百八 載記 第八 慕容廆 

…鮮卑人也…號曰東胡…曾祖莫護跋 
...乃斂髮襲冠…先公以來世奉中國… 

太康十年[289]…敎以農桑 法制同于
上國…永嘉初[307] 廆自稱鮮卑大單
于 廆…言曰 稼穡者 國之本也 不
可以不急  
 

Murong Hui had put down for his sons 

his principles 家令 of government --
[one of them was] --“Agriculture is the 

root that nourishes the state; one must 

do everything to foster it.”  

See Schreiber (1949-55: 400, 424). 

Schreiber (1956: 120) notes the 

important role that the brothers of the 

rulers of Former Yan played: “This 

might be an old heritage of the Xianbei, 

where it was the law that when the 

head of the family died, the next 

younger brother, and not the son, 

succeeded him. The eldest son could 

THE MURONG XIANBEI INNOVATING A DUAL SYSTEM: A 

PROTO-CONQUEST DYNASTY 

The Xianbei in western Manchuria, by that time, were 
no longer purely nomadic. The Murong Xianbei had occupied 
the Liao River basin in 319, ruling farmers and city people. 
Furthermore, they had innovated a dual system, implementing 
tribally based military organizations on the Liao-xi steppe and a 
Chinese-style civil bureaucracy on the farmers and city dwellers 
of  Liao River basin. According to Barfield (1989: 97-99, 106), 
the Murong Xianbei founded a state with this type of  dual 
military-bureaucratic organization for the first time in East Asia 
during the era of  Five Barbarians and Sixteen States (304-439). 

The transformation of  the Murong Xianbei from a 
tribal group to a dual state was the work of  Murong Hui (r. 
285-333) and his second son Huang (r. 333-49). Hui became 
the chieftain of  the Murong tribe at the age of  sixteen, in 285, 
but had the opportunity to receive a Chinese education that 
emphasized the importance of  agriculture and bureaucracy. 
Hui developed farming and started the raising of  silkworms 
which his father had initiated. The state of  Former Yan was 
basically founded under Hui’s long reign of  49 years. The state 
which Hui left to his son Huang was bounded on the north by 
the Gobi desert; on the east it reached Koguryeo; on the west it 
extended into the region of  Da-tong; and on the south it 
reached the area of  modern Beijing. 27 

The Xianbei was counted as one of  the Five 
Barbarians, and the Former Yan (337-70) one of  the Sixteen 
States. The Murong Xianbei had lived inside the boundaries of  
China for several generations, absorbing Chinese culture and 
customs before they started an independent state of  their own. 
When Murong Hui laid the foundation of  his state, he got 
advice and collaboration from many Chinese officials and 
scholars who purposely tried to develop Murong State into a 
Chinese Empire. Disgusted with their own Imperial House, the 
Si-ma family, and vehemently opposed to the rule of  the savage 
Xiong-nu, many of  the Han Chinese officials and settlers 
around the Liao-dong and Liao-xi area had joined the Murong, 
who had been able to keep order in their little state in Liao-
dong during all this political turmoil. There they helped to 
organize a model Chinese court with a Chinese educated 

Mu-rong Xianbei Innovating a Dual System 
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Murong ruler as head, and to expand the Murong state slowly 
to the west and the south. Chinese civil officials never acted as 
army commanders. By introducing Chinese discipline and 
organization, and providing Xianbei soldiers with good 
weapons and armor, Hui did much to improve his army. 28  

Many Confucian-trained scholars of  the Han Chinese 
courts had indeed specialized in military matters and some 
became surprisingly able generals. But the martial art was the 
specialty of  nomads. It was only natural for the innovative 
Manchurian nomads to take over part of  the Chinese domain 
and rule it, taking advantage of  both their militaristic specialty 
and the efficiency of  Chinese-style bureaucracy. According to 
Fairbank (1992: 111-2), “this pattern of  dual Sino-nomadic 
government was visible from the fourth century CE in 
southern Manchuria. It would reach its peak in the complete 
control that followed the Mongol and Manchu conquerors.”  

 The shan-yu of  the Duan gave his daughter to Hui 
in marriage, and she became the mother of  Hui’s three sons, 
Huang, Jen, and Zhao. Owing to the good Chinese education 
which Hui had made available to his sons, Huang was well 
versed in Chinese literature and had learned to esteem Chinese 
classical learning. Murong Huang proclaimed himself  King of  
Yan in 337; subdued the Duan Xianbei in 339; annihilated the 
Yu-wen Xianbei state in 344; let his son Ke, a natural leader 
who held the loyalty of  Xianbei soldiers, guard the Liao-dong 
against Ye-maek Koguryeo in 341; mounted an attack against 
the Ye-maek Puyeo with seventeen thousand horsemen in 346, 
capturing the Puryeo king and over fifty thousand of  his 
subjects; and became a ruler of  both nomads and farmers. 29 
 
THE MURONG-XIANBEI CONQUER CENTRAL CHINA: A 

PREVIEW OF CONQUEST DYNASTY 

The death of  Shi-hu 石虎 (r. 334-9), the Xiong-nu 
emperor of  Later Zhao, in 349 threw Central China into 
turmoil. In March of  350, Murong Jun (r. 349-60) captured Ji-
cheng 薊城, the ancient capital of  Shao-gong’s (Northern) 
Yan. Murong Jun mobilized two hundred thousand Xianbei 
soldiers, and conquered Central China in 352. The Han 
Chinese officials at Murong’s court were the first to urge Jun to 
proclaim himself  emperor. They wanted an imperial court so 

become head of the family only when 

there were no paternal uncles left.”

 
28 See Schreiber (1949-55: 374-5, 401, 

405-11). While the emperor’s brothers 

of the Chinese dynasties often used the 

income of their feudal domains for a life 

of leisure and luxury, the Murong 

princes assumed the most important 

civil and military positions. Moreover, 

every one of them served as general in 

the battle field. Yan owed almost all of 

its conquests to the able leadership and 

strategy of the rulers’ brothers and 

uncles. See Schreiber (1956: 121-2). 

Han 翰 was Huang’s elder brother, 

and Jen 仁 and Jun 軍 were his 

younger brothers. Jun 儁 [雋] was 
Huang’s second son and heir apparent, 

Ke 恪 was the fourth son, and Ba 

[Chui] 覇[垂] was the fifth son. 
 
29 See Schreiber (1949-55: 400, 426, 

457, 474).  

晉書 卷一百九  載記 第九 慕容皝 
字元眞 廆第三子也…尙經學善天文 
 
魏書 列傳 慕容廆 廆代領落...死 
子元眞代立…自稱燕王[337] 置官如
魏武輔漢故事…征高麗[341] 大破之 
 
三國史記 高句麗本紀 美川王 二十 
年[319] 廆以其子仁鎭遼東…王數遣 
兵寇遼東 慕容廆遣慕容翰慕容仁伐 
之  
資治通鑑 卷九十六 咸康七年 [341] 
燕王皝 以慕容恪爲...屢破高句麗兵 
高句麗畏之 不敢入境  
 
資治通鑑 晋紀 穆帝 永和二年 燕
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王皝遣世子儁 帥慕容軍 慕容恪 慕
輿根 三將軍 萬七千騎 襲夫餘…虜
其王玄及部落五萬餘口 而還 
 
30 資治通鑑 晋紀 穆帝 永和五年
[349] 四月 虎卒太子世卽位…慕容 
覇[垂] 上書...燕王雋曰 石虎窮凶極 
暴…子孫爭國...中國之民墜於塗炭 .. 

先取薊城 次指鄴都... 以慕容恪爲... 

評.. 爲…選精兵二十餘萬...六年三月 
...雋拔薊…十月...諸將守之...雋還至 
龍城...永和七年...中原大亂...八年[35

2]四月..遣慕容評..帥精騎萬人攻鄴… 
五月...遣...慕容軍…慕輿根...等 帥步 
騎二萬助慕容評攻鄴...八月...等開鄴 
城納 燕兵...十一月...雋卽皇帝位...謂 
曰…爲中國所推…九年...自龍城遷于
薊宮  
 

In November 352, Jun proclaimed 

himself Emperor of China, saying that: 

“I have, urged by the Chinese people, 

supplied the deficit and ascended the 

throne.” See Schreiber (1956: 7, 9, 31-

35; Tai-ping yu-lan, Zi-zhi-tong-jian 99).  

 

魏書 列傳 慕容廆 …子儁統任…建
國十五年 [352] ...置百官 
 
31 See Schreiber (1956: 54-5, 58, 63-4). 

  

晉書 卷一百十 載記第十 慕容儁 
儁于是復圖入寇 兼欲經略關西 乃
令州郡校閱見丁 精覆隱漏 率戶留
一丁 餘悉發之 欲使步卒一百五十
萬 期明年大集 將進臨洛陽 爲三方
節度 武邑劉貴 上書極諫 陳百姓凋
弊 召兵非法 恐人不堪命 有土崩之
禍...乃改爲三五占兵…是時兵集鄴城 
盜賊互起 每夜攻劫 晨昏斷行 

that they could advance to the high positions which only such a 
court offered. Following the Chinese tradition, Jun pretended 
to refuse their request at first, saying that: “Our home originally 
was the desert and the steppe, and we were barbarians.” 30 

Murong Jun established his imperial court in January 
353, with its capital at Ji-cheng until 358. When Jun died in 360, 
an eleven year old child (Wei 暐, r. 360-70), instead of  Murong 
Ke , the capable younger brother of  Jun, ascended the throne. 
Somehow, sinicization was very rapid and so was the 
disintegration of  the Former Yan. The Murong’s deeds in their 
final days illuminated the anathema to the later conquest 
dynasties. 

After his successes in the west and in the south, 
“Emperor” Jun began to contemplate final campaigns against 
the Eastern Jin, the Chinese dynasty in the South, and against 
the Fu Jian’s Qin in the west. Fu Jian seems to have been a 
Xiongnu-Turkic ruler, although a Tangut origin has often been 
ascribed to him. At the beginning of  the year 359, Jun gave 
orders to the provinces and districts to survey all Han Chinese 
men fit for military service. Every family was allowed to keep 
one of  the men; all the others had to enlist. The Murong Yan 
were able to conquer Central China with 200,000 Xianbei 
soldiers. And yet Jun intended to have at his command an army 
of  1,500,000 foot soldiers to do away with the Eastern Jin and 
the Fu Jian’s Qin. When Jun was lying on his sickbed, the 
recruiting of  the new [Han Chinese] army, which had been 
postponed until that winter, was in full swing. From all the 
districts and feudal states of  Yan recruits flocked into the 
capital, Ye. Organized robbery became rampant. Bandits raided 
from dusk till dawn and interrupted all communications. After 
Jun’s death, the Great Army of  Yan (the newly recruited army) 
simply dispersed. Traveling from the capital Ye southwards was 
hazardous at that time because many of  the conscript peasants 
had become highwaymen. Nevertheless, the horsemen of  
Xianbei were still strong enough to deal with rebellions within 
the empire. 31  

Murong Ke, the regent, died in 367, on his deathbed 
requesting the Emperor to entrust the care of  the whole 
country to his younger brother Chui 垂[Ba 霸]. The young 
Emperor Wei was not interested in governing, and he therefore 

Trial Performance of a Proto-Conquest Dynasty 
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let the covetous Murong Ping 評 take over the army and 
officialdom. The nobility had been entitled to a certain amount 
of  tax-exempt land and tenants. The feudal lords began 
enlarging their domains, inducing free farmers to become their 
tenants by asking less tribute than the government tax 
collectors. In a short time the state treasury became empty 
while the nobles accumulated riches and luxury. The Murong 
Xianbei captured Luo-yang in 365, only to be conquered by Fu 
Jian in 370. The compilers of  the Jin-shu state that, at the end, 
Murong Ping’s soldiers were so disappointed with the corrupt 
Yan regime that it was impossible for Ping to repulse the death-
defying Qin army of  Fu Jian with them.32 

How ineffective was the conscript Han Chinese 
soldiers can best be seen in a memorial presented by Shen 
Shao: “The strength of  our bowmen and cavalry [was] feared 
by Qin and Jin. Our [Xianbei] soldiers have always been noted 
for flocking by the colors like clouds and rushing against the 
enemy like the wind; yet why is it that recently they [the new 
Han Chinese soldiers] are often tardy in arriving at the 
appointed time or ineffective in combat? … The local officials, 
when assessing labor and taxes, always … put the poor and 
weak in first place. The ones who go to war and labor and the 
ones who are left behind are in distress and without any means 
to support themselves. … the result is that they become 
fugitives, and thereby … leave undone the important work of  
agriculture and sericulture. What is of  prime importance with 
soldiers is not their number, but their willingness to give their 
lives. One ought to train the [conscript peasant] soldiers and 
teach them the art of  war. When the soldiers are not actually 
on a campaign, they should be allowed to follow the 
occupation they have in private life.”33 

Shen Shao continues: “Today the population of  our 
entire Empire amounts to no more than that of  a large district 
of  the Han Dynasty; but we have their complete hierarchy of  
officials; there are now more than four thousand ladies in the 
harem and altogether ten times as many attendants and menials 
in the palace while the armaments are neglected.”  Schreiber 
(1956: 125) notes: “As soon as the Murong became sinicized 
they gained the respect of  the local [Han Chinese] high 
officials and even of  the Court in the South.” What a cynical 

資治通鑑 晉紀二十三 穆帝 升平四 
年 [360] 三月 所徵郡國兵以燕朝多 
難 互相驚動 往往擅自散歸 自鄴以 
南 道路斷塞 

3.6. Xianbei Tomb Paintings 

(of Former Yan) excavated in 1982 at 

the Chao-yang 袁台子 朝陽 area, 
across the Daling River, Liao-xi 
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32 See Schreiber (1956: 81, 128).  

 
33 晉書 卷一百十一 載記第十 慕 
容暐 其尙書左丞申紹上疏曰…弓馬 
之勁 秦晉所憚 雲騎風馳 國之常 
也 而比赴敵後機 兵不速 濟者何 
也…遂致奔亡...退離 蠶農之要 兵豈 
在多 貴於用命 宜嚴制軍科 務先 
饒復 習兵敎戰 使偏伍有常 從戎 
之外 足營私業...今之見戶 不過漢 
之一大郡 而備置百官…後宮四千有 
餘 童侍厮養通 兼十倍...戎器弗營... 
軍士無襜褕之賚  

See Schreiber (1956: 82-6).  

 
34 See quotes from the Zi-zhi-tong-jian 

97 and Wei-shu by Schreiber (1949-55: 

473). The Wei-shu says that the Tuoba 

was called Xianbei after the Xianbei 

Mountain in their territory. 

魏書 卷一 序紀第一 國有大鮮卑山 
因以爲號…北俗謂土爲托 謂后爲跋 
故以爲氏…昭成皇帝諱什翼犍立...烈 
帝臨崩…建國二年[339]..慕容元眞妹
爲皇后…四年[341]...皇后慕容氏崩…
七年[344] 遣大人長孫秩迎后慕容氏
元眞之女於境…慕容元眞…求交婚... 
以烈帝女妻之 
魏書 卷二 太祖紀第二 太祖道武 
皇帝諱珪 昭成皇帝之嫡孫 獻明皇
帝之子…年六歲昭成崩...苻堅遣將…

國衆離散 登國元年 [386] 帝卽代王
位…四月改稱魏王 
資治通鑑 卷九十七 晉紀十九 建元 
元年 [343] 代王什翼犍復求婚於燕 
燕王皝使納馬千匹爲禮 什翼犍不與
又倨慢無子壻禮…皝遣世子儁 帥前
軍師評等 擊代 什翼犍帥衆避去 燕
人無所見而還       Schreiber 
(1956: 68) notes that in 362 Shi-i-jian 

compliment!  
Fu Zhien of  the Former Qin (351-94), as a new 

master of  the whole of  north China, mounted against the 
Eastern Jin (317-420) in the south a massive campaign which 
failed at the Battle of  the Fei River in 383, a disaster from 
which the Former Qin was never to recover. It was at this 
juncture that the Xianbei tribe known as the Tuoba began to 
penetrate into Bing-zhou 幷州 from their base in Sheng-le 盛
樂. Tuoba Gui, the founder of  the Northern Wei dynasty, 
crossed the Great Wall into northern Shan-xi and established 
his capital at Ping-cheng (平城 present-day Da-tong 大同) in 
398.  
 
 
4. The Tuoba-Xianbei Wei and the Macro-Tungusic 
Koguryeo: the First Full-fledged Conquest Dynasty in 
North China  
 

THE TUOBA XIANBEI TRIBE 

The Tuoba were the most westward and most 
nomadic of  the Manchurian tribes who could establish the first 
Xianbei dynasty in the whole of  North China, taking advantage 
of  the dual system created by Former Yan. The early Tuoba 
kingdom was called Dai. In 341, the ruler of  Dai, Shi-i-jian (r. 
338-76), had lost his wife who was a sister of  Murong Huang 
(r. 333-49). He therefore had asked Huang for another princess. 
Huang demanded one thousand horses as price for the new 
wife. Shi-i-jian refused to pay the price and added abuses to his 
refusal. In 343, Huang sent his heir apparent Jun (r. 349-60) 
and Ping with troops against the Tuoba. Shi-i-jian and his 
entire people fled into the mountains. In 344, Shi-i-jian sent his 
brother Zhi to Yan for his new wife. Several months later, 
Murong Huang sent an envoy to Shi-i-jian to ask for a princess 
for a wife. Shi-i-jian consented and selected his own sister for 
Huang. 34 When Fu Jian invaded Dai in 376, Shi-i-jian died 
while hiding in the mountains.  

Tuoba language and Xianbei language were one and 
the same. The Northern Wei was later divided into the Western 
Wei and the Eastern Wei, and the latter became the Northern 
Qi (550-77). According to the Yan-shi Jia-xun written during the 

Tuoba Xianbei Wei Maintaining Dual System  
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reign of  Northern Qi, a Han Chinese official of  the Qi court 
was teaching his son the “Xianbei” language so that he could 
become useful to the highest officials of  the state and may gain 
their favor as well.35 When the Tuoba Xianbei conquered 
northern China, the new rulers continued to use their own 
language for the commands in their army. Later, when the 
Tuoba Wei became sinicized, many of  these commands could 
no longer be understood. 36 The Tuoba language may have 
been directly ancestral to the Qidan language.37 
 

TUOBA XIANBEI MAINTAINING THE DUAL SYSTEM  

Tuoba Gui (r. 386-409), a grandson of  Shi-i-jian, 
adopted the Yan system of  dual organization, incorporated 
Murong soldiers into his army, and became the founder of  the 
Northern Wei, declaring himself  king of  Dai in 386. The 
Murong Xianbei leaders survived as one of  the leading clans 
among the ruling elite of  Tuoba Wei. The dual organization 
with civil bureaucracy attracted the Han Chinese to the Tuoba 
court.38 

Northern Wei (386-534) depended on troops of  tribal 
origin and maintained a well-supplied cavalry force that could 
strike deep into the steppe. Most tribesmen were organized as 
military units and settled on allocated land, acting as garrison 
communities. 39 Tribal people and military affairs were handled 
according to their own tribal ways, and Chinese areas were 
ruled by Chinese administrators, though most high positions 
were reserved for the Xianbei aristocracy. Nomads maintained 
hereditary aristocracy, while the old Han Chinese ideal was a 
meritocracy. The aristocratic clans in North China were mainly 
non-Chinese in origin, and they were a major source of  high-
ranking officials for the central government of  conquest 
dynasties.  

Organizing the conquered land with Chinese 
bureaucrats ensured ascendancy over the other nomads, while 
organizing the military force with tribal elites helped to retain 
the original military superiority over the subjugated Chinese as 
well as over would-be savage invaders. This dual system 
became the model for the Manchurian conquest dynasties such 
as Liao, Kin and Qing. Manchuria became the incubator for 
almost all of  China’s foreign dynasties. Barfield (1989: 105) 

married a princess of Yan, and Murong 

Wei married a princess of Dai. 

 
35 The Yan-shi Jia-xun 顔氏家訓 

written by Yan Zhi-tui 顔之推 of 

Northern Qi (北齊). See Schreiber 
(1949-55: 388).  
齊朝有一位士大夫 曾經對我說 我
有一個孩子 已經十七歲了 懂得一
些書信 公文的書寫 我敎他 學習鮮
卑語和彈琵琶 只要稍稍 掌握一些 
就可以用這些本領去 爲公卿們效力
了 沒有不受寵的 道理 這也是一件
很重要的事情 
 

36 Quotes from the Sui-shu Jing-ji-zhi 

隋書經籍志 by Schreiber (1949-55: 
387-8).  

 
37 See Janhunen (1996: 190-191). 

 
38 See Barfield (1989: 106, 118-9). 

魏書 卷二 太祖紀 第二 皇始元年 
[396] 九月 初建臺省 置百官 封拜
公侯 將軍刺史太守 尙書郞已下悉
用文人 天興二年 [399] 三月 初令
五經群書各置博士 增國子太學生員
三千人 天興三年 立皇后慕容氏 
 
39 Barfield (1989: 118-9) 

3.7. 1st Century Gold Crown excavated 

at Tillya-Tepe, Northern Afganistan 
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3.8. Three Legged Crow (late 4th c.) 

Koguryeo Tomb of Wrestling, Jian, Jilin 

 
40 Barfield (1989: 112, 124)  

 

41 According to the Old Tang-shu, the 

Mongols (Meng-wu Shi-wei) were a 

branch of the Qidan. The Dong-hu 

represents the Xianbei, and the Qidan 

is a branch of the Yu-wen Xianbei. All 

these records suggest a close 

relationship between the Mongols and 

the Xianbei.  

魏書 卷一百三 列傳 第九十一 蠕
蠕 東胡之苗裔…自號柔然…太祖撫
慰如舊 九年[394]…社崘率部衆棄其
父西走…社崘遠遁漠北… 遂幷諸部 
凶勢益… 其西北有匈奴餘種…號爲
强盛… 於是自號丘豆伐可汗…可汗
猶爲言皇帝也…永興二年 太宗[409- 

23]討之 社崘遁走 道死…神䴥二年 
[429] 世祖…次于沙漠南…歸降三十
餘萬 俘獲首虜及戎馬百餘萬匹 
 
魏書 卷四上 世祖紀 第四上 
神䴥 二年 夏四月 車駕北…次于沙
漠 舍輜重 輕騎兼馬 至栗水 蠕蠕
震怖…絶跡西走 

states that: “It took 150 years from the fall of  Han to the first 
Manchurian state [Tuoba Wei], about 75 years from the fall of  
Tang, and it occurred simultaneously with the fall of  Ming. The 
time got shorter, but the pattern remained the same.”  

The Chinese dynasties had relied for defense on great 
walls, gifts and trade, and periodic massive attacks on the 
nomads. The strategy of  the Manchurian dynasties that 
occupied northern China was to win over nomadic tribal 
leaders by a series of  marriage alliances, and to disrupt tribal 
confederations by supporting rival leaders or destroying a 
growing power. Manchurian rulers and their troops knew 
steppe conditions and how to deal with their steppe cousins. 
They tried not simply to defeat an army but to destroy the 
economic and political base of  the nomadic state by robbing it 
of  people and animals.40  

By the early fifth century, the Jou-jan chieftain She-lun 
(r. 402-10) established a centralized state on the Mongolian 
steppe and introduced the Mongol title of  “Khan” and 
“Khagan” in place of  the old Xiong-nu title of  “Shan-yu” that 
may be regarded as Turkic. According to the History of  
Northern Wei, the Jou-jan belonged to the Eastern Hu and, 
according to Grousset (1970: 61, 193), the Jou-jan constituted 
one of  the proto-Mongol peoples that also included the 
Xianbei, Ye-tai, Avars and Qidan. The Jou-jan, however, was no 
threat to the Northern Wei at all. Touba Wei not only 
maintained huge garrisons along the frontier but also invaded 
Mongolia, capturing as many people and animals as possible. 
She-lun was killed in a battle against the Tai-zong’s (409-23) 
expeditionary army in 410. Tai-Wudi (423-52) of  Wei, who 
unified the whole of  North China by 439, had personally led 
an attack against the Jou-jans around Orkhon in 429.41  
 

TUOBA-XIANBEI WEI AND MACRO-TUNGUSIC KOGURYEO 

The chaos that marked the era of  Five Barbarians and 
Sixteen States (304-439) was quelled at last by the Northern 
Wei (386-534) of  Tuoba-Xianbei, occupying North China, and 
the Koguryeo of  Yemaek-Tungus, occupying most of  
Manchuria by the early fifth century.  

By the time Murong Hui (r. 285-333) laid the 
foundation of  Former Yan, many of  the Han Chinese officials 

Tuoba-Xianbei Wei and Macro-Tungusic Koguryeo 
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and settlers around the Liao-dong and Liao-xi area seem to 
have joined not only the Murong, but also the Koguryeo and 
helped them to organize a semblance of  the Chinese 
bureaucracy. When Murong Huang (r. 333-49) succeeded his 
father, his younger brother, Jen, rebelled in the Liao-dong area. 
One of  Huang’s officers named Tong Shu, a Han Chinese from 
Liao-dong, sided with Jen after Huang’s initial defeat, and then, 
when Jen was crushed by Huang in 336, fled to Koguryeo at 
the age of  45. A record comprised of  sixty-eight letters on 
Tong Shu was discovered on the wall of  a Koguryeo tomb at 
An-ak, Hwang-hae-do, reporting that he had held various 
august Chinese-style official titles in Koguryeo and died 
incumbent in 357 at the age of  69.42 

King Kwang-gae-to (391-412) of  Koguryeo 
conquered a total of  64 fortresses and 1,400 villages in his 
reign of  22 years, and was recorded as the “Broad Expander of  
Domain.” He subdued the Sushen-Mohe tribes, constantly 
fought with the Later Yan (384-408) of  Murong Xianbei, and 
occupied the entire Liao-dong area, establishing a proto-
Macro-Tungusic State. He also defeated Paekche in the Korean 
peninsula, extending the southern frontier down to the Im-jin 
River basin, and subjugated the Puyeo in 410.43  

During the era of  Five Barbarians and Sixteen States, 
not only the Xianbei Yan kingdoms but also the Koguryeo 
court seems to have adopted various Chinese-style official titles 
and formalities. Like the Chinese emperors, King Kwang-gae-
to created a name, Yung-rak (“Eternal Rejoicing”), to identify 
his era. This era name was identical to the one later adopted by 
the Ming emperor Yong-le (1402-24). The epitaph of  a (native 
or “naturalized Chinese”) Koguryeo dignitary named Zhen was 
discovered at Duck-heung-ri in 1976. The epitaph says that 
Zhen was born in 332, died in the 18th year of  “Yung-rak” 
(408), and had held various august Chinese-style official titles 
including the position of  the You-zhou Governor, apparently 
appointed by King Kwang-gae-to. 44   

In 427, King Chang-su (413-91) relocated Koguryeo’s 
capital to Pyung-yang, and then in 475 destroyed the Paekche 
capital at Han-seong, making the Paekche flee south and 
establish a new capital at Ung-jin. Koguryeo came to rule the 
northern half  of  the Korean peninsula together with virtually 

42 資治通鑑 晉紀十七 慕容廆卒…
仁擧兵...皝...遣軍… 司馬遼東佟壽 
共討仁...皝兵大敗...壽...遂降於仁... 
慕容皝討遼東...皝欲悉阬遼東民...諫
曰 遼東之叛 實非本圖 直畏仁凶威 
不得不從... 咸康2年...慕容皝將討慕
容仁...佟壽...皆東走  

 
安岳3號墳 墨書銘 永和十三年 
[357] 十月戊子朔卄六日癸[丑] 使
持節都督諸軍事 平東將軍 護撫夷
校尉 樂浪[相] 昌黎玄菟帶方太守 
都鄕侯 幽州遼東平郭 都鄕敬上里 
冬壽 字[ ]安 年六十九薨官  
 
43 廣開土王碑文 □至十七世孫國岡
上廣開土境平安好太王二九登祚 號
爲永樂大王 六年丙申 王躬率□軍 
討伐殘國 八年 敎遣偏師 觀息愼土
俗 因便抄得…自此以來朝貢□事 
十七年 敎遣步騎五萬…師□□合戰
煞蕩盡所穫鎧甲一萬餘… 還破沙溝
城婁城...廿年 東夫餘舊是鄒牟王屬
民中叛不貢 王躬率往討軍 到餘城
…所攻破城六十四村一千四百 
 
三國史記 高句麗本紀 廣開土王 
一年 北伐契丹虜男女五百口 九年 
燕王盛以我王禮慢 自將兵三萬襲之 
十一年 王遣兵 攻宿軍 燕平州刺史
慕容歸棄城走 十三年 出師侵燕 十
四年 燕王熙來攻遼東…卒不克而還 
十五年 燕王熙襲契丹…輕兵襲我… 
不克而還 文咨明王 三年(494) 夫餘
王及妻孥 以國來降 十三年 遣使入
魏…進曰…夫餘爲勿吉所逐 
 
44 德興里古墳墨書銘 □□郡信都□
都卿□甘里 釋迦文佛弟子□□氏鎭
仕 爲建威將軍國小大兄左將軍龍驤
將軍遼東太守 使持節東夷校尉幽州
刺史鎭 年七十七薨爲以永樂十八年 
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45 三國史記 高句麗本紀 長壽王 二
十三年 魏人數伐燕..燕王馮弘曰 若 
事急且 東依高句麗  二十四年(436) 

燕王率龍 城見戶東徙…魏主…令送
燕王…以王違詔議擊之…乃止 七十
九年…王薨…魏孝文聞之 制素委貌 
布深衣 擧哀於東郊 
 
魏書 高祖 紀第七下…帝爲高麗王
璉 擧哀於城東行宮 
 

 

3.9. Former Yan Art Objects from the 

Chaoyang-Beipiao area: 

Watt, et al. (2004: 124, 130) 

the whole of  Manchuria, forming a proto-Macro-Tungusic 
State.  

According to the Samguk-sagi, the Koguryeo provided 
shelter to the Han Chinese king of  Northern Yan (409-36) and 
his family who were under attack from the Northern Wei in 
436; and also to the king of  Puyeo and his family who were 
driven out by the Sushen-Mohe in 494.  

After 1004, a fictitious kinship relationship was 
established between the emperors of  the Liao and Song, 
whereupon it became the custom that, on receiving the news 
of  the death of  an emperor, funeral ceremonies were held at 
both courts (see Rossabi, 1983, p. 69). According to the Wei-
shu, when King Chang-su of  Koguryeo died in 491 at the age 
of  98, the Wei emperor Xiao-wen-di (471-99) himself, wearing 
a white crown and a hempen robe, conducted the mourning 
ceremony at the eastern suburbs of  Ping-cheng.45 
 

SINICIZED AND TAMED BY THE INFLUCNE OF BUDDHISM 

When the Touba Xianbei court became fully sinicized, 
moving its capital to Luo-yang in 493, it began to adopt the 
appeasement policies, paying bribes to the Mongol rulers and 
later the Turks, who were initially Jou-jan’s vassals.  As the Wei 
dynasty became sinicized and also tamed by the influence of  
Buddhism, its frontier policy began to resemble that of  the 
native Han Chinese dynasties, relying on walled defenses and 
payoffs to the nomads.46 Wei Emperor Xiao-wen (471-99), in 
pursuit of  a Chinese-type autocratic imperial institution, began 
staffing the government almost exclusively with Han Chinese 
and moved its capital from Ping-cheng in the tribal borderlands 
to Luo-yang. He even prohibited the use of  the Xianbei 
language at court.  

Xiao-wen’s father was such a devout Buddhist as to 
abdicate the throne to become a monk. The Wei rulers of  
barbarian origin were free from the Confucian prejudice and 
hence could unreservedly absorb the Buddhist religion and, 
inspired by the Greco-Buddhic Gandhara tradition, could 
create the great sculptures in such mystic forms. Grousset 
(1970: 66) states that: “These ferocious warriors, once touched 
by the grace of  the bodhisattva, became so susceptible to the 
humanitarian precepts of  the sramanas as to forget not only 

Sinicized and Tamed by Buddhism 
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their native belligerence but even neglect their self-defense.” 
The moment always arrives when the nomadic 

conquerors become sinicized, and then either defeated by the 
fresh nomads or eliminated by the Han Chinese. According to 
Twitchett (1979: 97), the once proud military units along the 
Wei frontier “became, in the Chinese manner, the dumping 
grounds for criminals, fertile fields for exploiting functionaries, 
and social classes at once déclassé and rebellious.” The Xianbei 
soldiers assigned to the northern frontier garrisons rebelled in 
524.  

 

THE DISTINCTIVE STYLE OF XIANBEI ART  
The exhibition “China: Dawn of  a Golden Age, 200-

750 CE,” held at the Metropolitan Museum of  Art (October 
12, 2004 – January 23, 2005) includes a group of  bronze and 
gilt-bronze objects, all from the area of  present-day Chao-yang 
and Bei-piao in western Liao-ning Province that can be 
identified as specific to the Murong Xianbei. Watt, et al. (2004: 
XIX) states that: “the typical design on Murong Xianbei artifacts 
would later be seen in the arts of  the Northern Wei in China 
and the Silla kingdom in Korea.”  

The openwork pattern on a pair of  saddle plates 
excavated at Chao-yang (composed of  hexagons enclosing 
animals and birds) is believed to be unique to the Murong 
Xianbei and would later be transmitted to the Northern Wei. 
Watt, et al. (2004: 125) contends that, “at about the same time, 
the pattern was adopted by Koreans of  the Silla kingdom, in 
the southeast quarter of  the peninsula.” The pattern was 
indeed adopted not only by the Silla, but also by the Kaya in 
Korean peninsula, and by the Yamato people in the Japanese 
islands with some time lag. The Koreans are very familiar with 
these sorts of  patterns and designs, and are rather shocked by 
their excavation at the Xianbei sites.  

The archeological finds from the Tuoba Xianbei sites 
in North China document the survival of  the earlier tradition 
of  the art of  the nomads from the Siberian and Mongolian 
steppes; contacts with ancient Bactria in present-day northern 
Afghanistan; trade with the Roman Near East; and contact with 
India as shown by early Buddhist images. Anyone who is 
familiar with the Koguryeo tomb paintings will readily identify 

3.10. Sixteen Kingdoms period pottery 

from Shaan-xi (top & bottom); and 

Northern Wei pottery from 

Hohhot (middle) 

Watt, et al. (2004: 138 & 141) 

 
46 See Barfield (1989: 124). According 

to Jagchid and Symons (1989: 145), 
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the the unwillingness Tuoba Wei 

leaders to utilize trade and tribute 

exchange as a means to stabilize 

relations changed when Emperor Jing-

zong (r. 528-30) ascended the throne, 

i.e., only six years prior to its downfall in 

534.  

 
47 Watt, et al. (2004: XIX) 

 

 

the pottery figure of  the armored horse found in Shaan-xi 
(dated to the Sixteen Kingdoms period) as a Koguryeo 
product. The handmade groom and horse potteries excavated 
at Hohhot may be identified as Silla products as well. Koreans 
are very familiar with these kinds of  figures. The distinctive 
style of  Xianbei art persisted through the Ping-cheng period of  
Northern Wei and survived into the Northern Zhou state (557-
81) in Shaan-xi Province and Ning-xia. 47  
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